Ski with a free mind!
With Carré Neige Liberté insurance

19 €
per season and per skier

An accident on the slopes does not just happen to others.
Take advantage of your Ski à la Car membership to subscribe to the highly recommended and very affordable
Carré Neige Liberté insurance.
What is « Carré Neige »?
 Local insurance created by skiers for skiers
 Insurance tailored to your needs
 A product distributed in Savoie only
 Membership of the association « Savoie Ski Performances »
By subscribing to this insurance, you join the subscribing association Savoie Ski
Performances which supports the skiers of Savoie and participates in the
training of champions.
You have joined Ski à la Carte: we now offer you insurance with guarantees specially designed for our members.
Thanks to this Carré Neige Liberté insurance, you will be covered on all the ski areas of the Ski à la Carte
network as well as on the partner ski areas.
For only 19 € per season and per skier, your Carré Neige Liberté insurance gives you the following
guarantees:
RESCUE AND EVACUATION
Rescue and search expenses
Initial transport expenses
Benefit from direct payment of rescue costs by your insurance.
Take advantage of evacuation services (boat, sleigh, helicopter or
other means) between the place of the accident and the nearest
medical practice or establishment, in the shortest possible time.
Limit of cover: the total amount of rescue and transport costs
invoiced in France and up to €15,000 abroad*.

REIMBURSEMENT
OF
MEDICAL,
PHARMACEUTICAL
AND
HOSPITALISATION COSTS in addition of the refunds from the
national healthcare system or any other organisation

ASSISTANCE RAPATRIEMENT
Transport & Repatriation
Return trip for children under 15 years of age
Transportation of the body in the event of death
Replacement driver

REIMBURSEMENT OF YOUR SKI A LA CARTE SUBSCRIPTION and
your card
Reimbursement of the Ski à la Carte subscription in the event of
an accident
Reimbursement of the cost of a replacement pass, in case of loss
or theft

In the event of an accident and only in Mainland France during
the 48 hour-period following the accident, your insurance
covers your medical expenses up to € 3,000.

Subscribe to the Carré Neige Liberté insurance at the same time as your Ski à la Carte membership, or later in
the winter season, for all your subscribers or only some of them.
Print your invoice (section [MY ACCOUNT] then [MY INVOICES]) and bring it on the slopes. It will be requested as proof in
case of an accident.
To report an accident, download the Claim form** and send it, by post, to the following address:

* This summary of guarantees has no contractual value. The Standard Terms can be downloaded from this page.

** Claim form can be downloaded in our
website www.skialcarte.fr, section [CARRE
NEIGE LIBERTE], on the bottom of our lead
page.

